FOCUS and ACT
Now, pay attention only to what matters
HUMAN and VEHICLE events

Intrusion Detection and Deterrence for Home Security

Villas
"Instantly get alerts and can check with my phone when someone walks into my yard."

Factories
"Now I get notified when people are entering the premises, not when a cat runs into the area."

Accurate Trespass Alarm, 24 Hours a Day

Restricted Areas
"It’s great that I can use my security camera to verbally warn anyone who approaches the area."

Customizable Visual and Auditory Warning

Now, with AcuSense Technology, network cameras, NVRs, and DVRs:
- Vastly reduce false alarms through human & vehicle classification
- Search targets quickly using sorted human & vehicle video clips
- Perform real-time deterrence using flashing light and custom auditory warning

For more information, please visit our AcuSense page.

HIKVISION
www.hikvision.com
Now, with AcuSense Technology, network cameras, NVRs, and DVRs:

- **Classify Humans and Vehicles**: Other alarms triggered by pets or irrelevant objects are vastly reduced.
- **Search Targets Quickly by Type**: Video clips are sorted by human and vehicle category, improving search efficiency.

For more information, please visit our AcuSense page.

Hikvision
www.hikvision.com